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The story of Linn Products

DavidPrice tells the story of the design
that changed the course of Linn
loudspeakers - the long lost Nexus LS25O

ever let it be said that
Linn loudspeakers are
uncontroversial, and nor
have they ever been. Every

box to come out of the company's
Glasgow factory has always got
enthusiasts arguing about its relative
merits. There has never been a time
when a Linn speaker has glided by
attracting little in the way of comment,
and this was especially true of the
company's first range (Isobarik, Sara
and Kan), which was developed back
in the seventies.

Although higttly able in some
respects, these speakers were quite
flawed in others - as was the
competition. So when the time came
to replace Linn's first generation in the
mid-eighties, it was a tough challenge.
This was not least because many
audiophiles had built their systems
around existing Linn speakers, and
wouldn't take kindly to a dramatic
change in the way it did things.

Enter Dr Rod Crawford, the new
chief Linn loudspeaker designer. Born

in Tasmania, Australia, he had an
illustrious academic career with a
first-class honours degree in applied
science at Melbourne Universiry
majoring in physics and metallurgy,
and a doctor of philosophy from the
Departrnent of Materials Science at
Oxford University In 1985 he found
himself working with "an extremely
good" indusrrial designer (Alastair

Bro'urm, who was a graduate of the
Glasgow School ofArt) and two

"excellent" model makers, to produce
the Nexus LS250.

Linn's names have often been
nonsensical orjust plain odd, but
this new moniker spoke volumes. It
was literally the intersection berween
the old world of Linn speakers and the
modern generation that you see today,
the model that crossed over from the
old to the new The LS250 suffix came
from the fact that it was originally
intended to sell for f250 in the UK,
apparently In the great scheme of the
company's many products, the Nexus
has virnrally been forgotten today,

lvor Tlefenbrun launches the
company, while Pink Floyd
refease Dark Side Of fhe Moon
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although itwas a critically important
product back in the eighties.

To any first-generation Linn speaker
ovyner in the late eighties, the new
Nexus would have seemed completely
unJamiliar. Before this, Linn's avowed
policy was that speakers shouldn't be
built with the emphasis on sryle;
instead all the development budget
and construction costs should go
to making them sound as good as
possible. With fte Nexus, Rod
Crawford's approach was that
aesthetics and sound quality'\areren't
mutually exclusive if designed in from
the beginning". It ended up a litde
more visually conservative than he
would have liked. but it still looked
strikingly modern when it came out
in 1986, putting virrually every other
commercial design to shame in the
cleanness of its lines. The speaker
was supposed to look clean and
purposeful; Crawford told me that,
"BMW was my role model here".

Port of entry
The second radical thing about the
Nexus was its bass reflex design. All
Linn loudspeakers to date had been
infinite baffle, and this was still
Crawford's preferred system, but he
says the decision was taken to focus
on what existing mid-price designs on
the market were doing - such as the
(then) contemporary Missions, which
were selling very well. These ported
speakers had an easy sound, extended
bass and good efficiency "I guess like
many things in speaker design it is a
mafter of compromises - balancing
the positives and negatives in a
particular case", he remarks. The
result was that the Nexus became
Linn's first ported loudspeaker, and
was arguably none the worse for it. It
would prove more user friendly, and
indeed more amplifier friendly too!

Development took around four
months and this included much
burning of midnight oil. The result was
a two-way design with a Japanese-
sourced 203mm Tonegen mid,/bass
unit, which had a cone made from
a composite of polypropylene and
talcum powder to increase its stiffness.
The new tweeter also came frorn
Tonegen, a 20mm doped fabric dome.

The cabinet looked ultra-modern
wittr its grey painted front baffle,
stretdl-over grille and matching
Ku-Stone stands, which had been
designed for the speakers. By today's
standards, the 255 x 540 x 290mm
Nexus is large for a standmount,
although it seemed less unusual at the
time. It weighed in at a hefty 25kg per

box, and had bi-wireable speaker
terminals on the back. The whole
package was very carefullyvoiced by
senior Linn figures, with much
listening done during the development
process - by Rod, company founder
Ivor Tiefenbrun and head of marketing
Charlie Brennan. Power handling was
quoted at 150W RMS, which was
impressive back then, and nominal
impedance was said to be 6ohm. By
the standards of the eighties, the
speake/s quoted 88dB/1W1m
efficiency was excellent; it was way
easier to drive than any of the previous
generation of Linn loudspeakers.

Unsurprisingly, the Nexus LS250 was
quite a different keftle of fish to any

In the context of a
Linn system, the
Nexus $ounded
really impressive
Linn speaker that came before it. It
wasn't a completely new listening
experience and the design retains
the characteristic "pace, rhyttrm and
timinS" of those earlier speakers, yet
does better in other ways. It is not as
snappy in the bass as a IGn, but is
certainly no slouch; it is nowhere near
as extended down below as the Sara.
yet still gives a good deep bass.
Indeed, for a ported loudspeaker it is a
surprisingly propulsive thing to sit in
front of, yet reaches down low capably

Moving up to the midband, the
Nexus is a lot more even than either
the Kan or the Sara. This takes out a

bit of the character than many love(d)
about these two oldies, yet it also
makes a wider range of music easier to
enjoy. Rod Crawford says: "I thjnk the
strengths of the Nexus were it was
much more tonally accurate (in the
sense that it had a flatter frequency
response) than previous Linn speakers
while retaining much of their pace."
WitI this I would agree, but would
caveat it by saying ttrat it is an eighties
loudspeake4 and modem designs with
superior materials do better still. It's
certainly true to say that the Nexus
was a far easier design to appreciate as
far as the vast majority of the listening
public was concerned.

Treblerebel
Treble was good too, offering mudr
of the life, detail and polish of the
Scanspeak nveeters fitted to the
previous generation of Linn speakers
- despite it being considerably cheaper
than most of them. In the context of a
Linn system, the Nexus sounded really
impressive - it was distinctively a
product of Glasgow, but somehow
sounded different and bettei - or at
least as far as many listeners were
concemed. I still love the original
generation oflinn speakers, but many
did not - and the furttrer you got from
having a Linn tumtable and Linn or
Naim amplification, the harder they
were to appreciate. But the Nexus is a
far more commercially sawy product,
and one that doubtless tumed on a
great many new customers to the Linn
sound - even if it had some of the
rough edges removed a
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